The 1998 AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK, the 98th in the series, continues to offer a unique chronicle of developments in areas of concern to Jews around the world.

This year's volume features four special articles. Shlomo Avineri's "Herzl's Road to Zionism" and Anita Shapira's "Zionism and the Upheavals of the 20th Century" relate to the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Zionist movement. Yossi Klein Halevi's "Israel at 50: An Israeli Perspective" and Arnold M. Eisen's "Israel at 50: An American Jewish Perspective" reflect on the significance of a half-century of Jewish statehood. "Images of History," a photo insert, augments the essays.
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The American Jewish Committee acknowledges with appreciation the foresight and wisdom of the founders of the Jewish Publication Society (of America) in the creation of the AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK in 1899, a work committed to providing a continuous record of developments in the U.S. and world Jewish communities. For over a century JPS has occupied a special place in American Jewish life, publishing and disseminating important, enduring works of scholarship and general interest on Jewish subjects.

The American Jewish Committee assumed responsibility for the compilation and editing of the YEAR BOOK in 1908. The Society served as its publisher until 1949; from 1950 through 1993, the Committee and the Society were co-publishers. In 1994 the Committee became the sole publisher of the YEAR BOOK.
T
his year's volume features four special articles, two relating to the
100th anniversary of the founding of the Zionist movement, and two to the 50th
anniversary of the creation of the State of Israel. Shlomo Avineri and Anita
Shapira present fresh insights into the origins of the Zionist movement, with
Avineri focusing on the career of Theodor Herzl, and Shapira on Zionism in the
context of the political and social upheavals of the 20th century. Yossi Klein
Halevi and Arnold Eisen review the monumental achievements of Israel's first
50 years, reflecting on what Jewish statehood has meant, respectively, for Israel's
citizens and American Jewry. A special photo insert augments this section.

Jewish life in the United States is treated in three articles: “National Affairs”
by Richard T. Foltin; “Jewish Communal Affairs” by Lawrence Grossman; and
“Jewish Culture” by Berel Lang.

Peter Hirschberg provides detailed coverage of events in Israel. Reports on Jew-
ish communities around the world include Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Great
Britain, France, the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, East-
Central Europe, the former Soviet Union, Hong Kong, Australia, and South
Africa.

Updated estimates of Jewish population are provided — for the United States,
by Jim Schwartz and Jeffrey Scheckner of the Council of Jewish Federations and
North American Jewish Data Bank; and for the world, by Sergio DellaPergola
of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

Carefully compiled directories of national Jewish organizations, periodicals,
and federations and welfare funds, as well as religious calendars and obituaries,
round out the 1998 AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of our colleagues Cyma M. Horowitz
and Michele Anish of the American Jewish Committee's Blaustein Library.
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